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Physical Security Protocols

! Establish and rely on physical properties of

the environment. 

! Examples of such protocols are:

! Distance Bounding

! Authenticated Ranging

! Secure Localization

! Device Pairing
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Motivation (1)

GUI Designer has to be aware of the security policy.

Access-Control information hardcoded in the GUI code.



Motivation (2)

Every developer does what he or she can best, independently.

Access-Control information automatically generated from existing information1.

1Note: We don’t make the application itself more secure! This is about usability.



Modeltransformation Overview

Figure: Modeling a smart and security-aware GUI.

SW engineer specifies application-data model C.

Security engineer specifies application-data access control policy SC .

GUI designer specifies the application GUI model GC .

A many-models-to-model transformation automatically generates the security-GUI
model M(GC ,SC) from GC and SC .



Application-data model

Definition
A component-based design model C is a 4-tuple

C = 〈E , At , As, Md〉

that specifies the entities E which play a role in the system as well as their properties,
given by their attributes At , associations-ends As, and their methods Md .

Figure: ComponentUML metamodel.2

E = Entity.allInstances().
At = Attribute.allInstances().
As = AssociationEnd.allInstances().
Md = Method.allInstances().

2Note that this is a simplification. There are several additional constraints, which can be defined in OCL.



Application-data access control policy

A security-design model SC for C is a 5-tuple

SC = 〈Rs, DaAc, Rl, RsDaAc, DaAu〉

Figure: SecureUML+ComponentUML metamodel.



application GUI model

A GUI model GC for C is a 9-tuple:

GC = 〈Wd , Wdc, In, Ev , DaAc, WdAc, WdEv , EvWdAc, EvDaAc〉

Figure: GUI metamodel.



security-GUI model

A security-GUI model M(GC ,SC) for GC is a triple

M(GC ,SC) = 〈GC , Rl, EvAu〉

Figure: SecureUML+GUI metamodel.



Modeltransformation in detail

Figure: SecureUML+GUI metamodel.



Aggregation Transformation

modeltype GUI uses "http://gui/1.0";
modeltype SECUMLANDCOMPUML uses "http://secumlandcompuml/1.0";
modeltype SECUMLANDGUI uses "http://secumlandgui/1.0";

transformation AggregationTransformation(in guiModel : GUI,
in secModel : SECUMLANDCOMPUML, out guiSecModel : SECUMLANDGUI);

main() {
secModel.objects()[SECUMLANDCOMPUML::User]−>map User_to_User();
secModel.objects()[SECUMLANDCOMPUML::Role]−>map Role_to_Role();
...

}

mapping SECUMLANDCOMPUML::User::User_to_User() : SECUMLANDGUI::User
{

name := self.name;
}

mapping SECUMLANDCOMPUML::Role::Role_to_Role() : SECUMLANDGUI::Role
{

name := self.name;
default := self.default;
includes := self.includes.resolve()−>oclAsType(SECUMLANDGUI::User)−>

asOrderedSet();
}
...



Combined Security-model

Figure: Combined metamodel.



Security Transformation

modeltype SECUMLANDGUI uses "http://secumlandgui/1.0";

transformation SecurityTransformation(inout secGUI : SECUMLANDGUI);

main() {
secGUI.objects()[Event]−>map liftPermissions();

}

mapping Event::liftPermissions() : Set(Permission)
{

init{
result := self.AllowedRolesG()−>setPermission(self)−>asSet();

}
}

mapping Role::setPermission(e: Event) : Permission
{

name := self.name + e.holder.label + e.event.repr() + ’Execute’;
accesses := e.actions;
default := false;
givesAccess := self;

}



The output model

Figure: SecureUML+GUI metamodel.



Automated analysis of the resulting model

Are there any events which denied access to everybody? Which are they?

context areTherenonExecutableEvents():Boolean
body: Event.allInstances()−>exists(e | e.EvAu()
−>isEmpty())
context getnonExecutableEvents():Set(Event)
body: Event.allInstances()−>select(e | e.EvAu()
−>isEmpty())

Which are the events that trigger the same set of data model actions than the
given one?

context Event::getEventsWithSameDataActionSet():Set(Event)
body: Event.allInstances()−>select(e | e.DaAc().modelAction
= self.DaAc().modelAction)

Which are the events that the given role is allowed to execute?

context Role::getEventsForRole():Set(Event)
body: Event.allInstances()−>select(e | e.EvAu()−>includes(self))

Which data model actions is the given role allowed to execute through the GUI
model?

context Role::getDataModelActionsForRole():Set(AtomicAction)
body: self.getEventsForRole().DaAc().modelAction−>asSet()



Conclusions - What now?

In addition to the automatic generation of completely configured access control
infrastructures from security specification models, we are able now to
automatically generate a Platform Independent Model (PIM) for security-aware
GUIs.

Now we follow the MDD-Chain and generate Platform Specific Models (PSMs)
and even code.

Runable prototype implemented for eclipse (EMF, GMF, QVTO, Plugins) that
allows the whole MDD-Chain from models to JAVA code.

Journalpaper in progress covering the whole thing in detail.

Further development of the prototype.
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